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ABSTRACT
Variation among pedigrees in inbreeding depression (ID) can greatly reduce the value of close inbreeding as a
breeding tool. However, estimation of ID for an individual pedigree is subject to various biases. These biases
stem largely from the typical differences between outcrosses and inbreds in family coefficients of relationship,
but can also arise from certain maternal effects. Consequently biases can arise in estimates of variation among
pedigrees in ID and thence in tests for both the general presence of ID and individual cases of ID. The
comparison of selfs and half-sib families is used as an illustration. A genetic model is presented, with associated
forms of analysis of variance, to show theoretically how the biases arise and how they might be overcome. Three
ways of addressing the biases, which can be used in combination, are presented and discussed: adjusting selfand/or outcross-family effects for differential additive genetic coefficients of relationship, use of analysis of
covariance to adjust for putative maternal effects, and estimation of genetic correlations between self- and
outcross performance. Each approach can help, but all have their limitations. These limitations arise largely from
the complex nature of genetic parameters that are specifically associated with ID, which tends to entail far more
parameters than can be satisfactorily estimated. Possibilities of more generalised forms of statistical analysis are
also reviewed, with their potential advantages and limitations.
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INTRODUCTION
Inbreeding depression (ID)represents the inferiority of
inbred material compared with outcrossed material of
the same additive genetic value (breeding value), for
the trait concerned. This inferiority is usually expressed
as a proportion (or percentage):

where I and 0 are the means for inbred and outcross
material respectively.
ID is a very widespread phenomenon, which is
typically severe in forest trees, particularly for seed
viability and growth-rate traits (WILLIAMS & SAVOLAINEN 1996). It poses major constraints for the tree
breeder. At the worst, ID can reduce the production of
viable offspring to below acceptable numbers. Even
without such viability losses, ID for growth rate, site
tolerances or resistance to pests or diseases may vitiate
genetic gains within a commercial crop. Within a
breeding population ID can severely reduce the efficiency of selection, if the candidates show varying
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levels of inbreeding andor varying responses to agiven
level of inbreeding (e.g. HARDNER& POTTS1995).
Variation among parents in susceptibility to ID can
nullify both the theoretical advantages of self-fertilisation for evaluation of candidates and the potential
advantages of close inbreeding for amplifying the
expression of additive genetic variation.
In fact, ID typically shows obvious variation among
pedigrees for a given level of inbreeding (e.g. ANDERSSON et al. 1974; W I L ~ O1983;
X GEBUREK
1986; LUNDQVIST et al. 1987; GRIFFIN & COTTERILL 1988; S K R ~ P PA 1996), evidently being a feature of individual
parents. It is desirable to quantify this within-population variation and to estimate ID at the level of the
individual family, to help ascertain the errors of estimating the population mean for ID. Also of interest are
the estimation errors and statistical significance of ID
in the individual family. Of special value is a knowledge of the reliability of inbred performance as a guide
to breeding value. At a more fundamental level, the
variation in ID may afford clues to its underlying
causes, which are still open to some debate (WILLIAMS
& SAVOLAINEN1996).
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Estimating ID, however, can be surprisingly difficult. Even for the population (Equation 1) it can be
hard to obtain unbiased comparisons of inbred and
outcross material of equivalent breeding value (WILLIAMS & SAVOLAINEN
1996), largely through varying
success in producing seed from closely related matings.
Estimating ID for the individual family and making
associated tests of statistical significance is not straightforward, even in principle. This is because the coefficients of additive genetic relationship are typically not
the same for inbred and outcross families (cf FALCONER
& ASKEW1982). This factor does not
1981;BURROWS
appear to have been taken into account by WILCOX
(1983), either in calculating ID effects for individual
parents or in testing for ID effects specific to individual
parents (parent x mating type interaction). S K R ~ P P A
(1996), while specifying the model correctly, described
acalculation of individual-parent ID that apparently did
not take account of the factor either. The complication
resulting from the different coefficients of relationship
can become much worse if certain epigenetic effects
(e.g. maternal effects) occur. A further complication
can arise because within-family variances can differ
between self- and outcross material, although the
nuisance value of this for statistical analysis may be
less significant than what the behaviour of these
variances, relative to straightforward expectations, tells
about the genetic mechanisms of ID.
We develop a genetic model incorporating not only
ID but also maternal effects, which represent a complication not addressed by BURROWS
& ASKEW(1982).
This is done for the specific comparison of a set of selffamilies with their corresponding maternal half-sib
families, which we see as a case of special interest
(despite the contention of BURROWS
&ASKEW(1982)),
but we give pointers to a more generalised treatment.
The model is used to illustrate the principles of estimating ID for the individual family, and the problems that
can arise from maternal effects. The model then is
applied to develop analysis of variance (ANOVA),
primarily for testing the significance of: mean ID in the
population, seed-parent x inbreeding-level interaction,
and ID shown by individual parents in their self families. We then outline the use of analysis of covariance
(ANCOVA) to adjust for starting-size differences as
putative maternal effects. As a different but complementary approach, we present the estimation of genetic
correlations between self- and outcross performance,
based on separate ANOVAs of self- and half-sib data,
to give direct estimates of the reliability of self-family
data for estimating parental breeding values. The
advantages and limitations of these procedures are
discussed. Possibilities of more generalised data
analysis are reviewed, also with their advantages and

limitations.
Probable causes of ID are considered here only
insofar as they are likely to affect the properties of the
data.
Practical illustration of our procedures is given by
RUSSELLet al. (in prep.).

THEORETICAL BASIS FOR ANALYSING ID
DATA
Basic conditions
For comparing inbred and outcross material we specify
that the two categories should have essentially the same
mean breeding value, for both male and female parentage. For female parentage this can be assured by using
the same seed parents for both inbreeding and outcrossing. More difficult may to be to ensure that the pollen
parents represent a sample of the same mean breeding
value.
We specify two classes of families, selfs and female
half-sibs, (noting that open-pollinated progenies may
not equate closely to half-sib families, see e.g. HARDNER & POTTS1995) assuming: (i) that the seed parents
are a random sample of a large panmictic population
and therefore have zero inbreeding (i.e. F = 0), F being
the inbreeding statistic which represents the probability
of any pair of alleles within the individual being
identical by descent, (ii) that the half-sib families
represent a large random sample of pollens, whose
average breeding value therefore equals the population
mean.
Also assumed are f seed parents with n individuals
in each seed-parentlmating-type family, giving a total
of 2nf individuals, in a fully random layout.
Implicit in the development of the model and the
expected structures of variances and covariances
among relatives is a large panmictic base population as
& WEIR 1984). Thus the
the norm (cf COCKERHAM
coefficients of relationship correspond to the widely
used Maltcot coefficients only for the half-sib families.
This simplifies the theory, in making the variance
components more directly commensurable between the
two classes of family, and is further justified on the
grounds that very often F .-0 in the trees that reproduce
(BUSH& SMOUSE1992). Even if the assumption F = 0
in the parents is violated it generates expectations with
which observed statistics may be compared.

Linear model expectations
We assume random effects unless otherwise stated. For
the half-sibfamilies (outcrosses) we can express the
individual phenotype (P,,)as

where p, = population mean under outcrossing, A, =
effect of the iLh seed parent under outcrossing, wio,=
effect of the LLh individual within the iLh family under
outcrossing which is a composite of genotypic,
microenvironmental and individual-seed maternal
effects.
This formulation may be expanded, to include two
additional classes of maternal effect, as

where gl = genotypic effect of the family, which for
half-sibs corresponds to half the breeding value (as an
effect) of the seed parent (plus some small fraction of
the various orders of additive x additive epistasis which
we assume can be ignored safely under panmixis), MI
= general maternal effect of the ith parent, m,, = specific
maternal effect associated with the combination of the
iLh parent and the kLhtreatment, i.e. mating type, k =
selfing (s) or outcrossing (o), w,,, = effect of the lLh
individual within the iLh outcross family.
For the self-familie we can express the individual
phenotype (P,) as (cf Equation 2)

where y, = overall mean of self-family material, A,, =
effect of the ith parent under selfing, w, = effect of the
lLh individual within the iLh family under selfing or,
alternatively,

where A = mean ID effect (fixed), as an absolute value,
not a proportion.
Equation 5 may be expanded, as in the expansion of
Equation 2 to Equation 3, to

SCHOEN1994).
The following may be noted:
(i) For outcrossing (Equations 2 and 3), accepting
it as a norm, A and d, are all treated as null effects, i.e.
not present;
(ii) the sign convention used assigns positive values
to ID, hence "-A" and "-4"
in Equations 5 and 6;
(iii) with outcrossing as specified, g , MI and mi, are
fully confounded;
(iv) with selfing the coefficient of 2 for g, (Equation
6) relates to the fact that the full additive genetic effect,
i.e. twice the general combining ability, contributes to
the family effect, in contrast to the half-sib case;
(v) with selfing, 2g,, Mi and m,, are also confounded;
(vi) MI is likely to represent a general maternal
effect, e.g. of seed size or germination rate;
(vii) m, (m,, or rn,,)is likely to represent, inter alia,
an effect of the crossing-bag environment on seed size
or quality (cf effects on seed set reported by ANDERSSON et al. 1974), which is likely to be reduced by
replicating the crosses. While little understood, it
potentially causes significant 'noise' variation;
(viii) with lesser degrees of inbreeding we would
need to consider the effect of the pollen parentage g, (i
+ i), which will have an additive genetic covariance
with g, (cf BURROWS
& ASKEW1982). For half-sib
families, the expectation of g, by definition equals zero.
For related matings in general, in the absence of an
actual estimate of g,, the appropriate coefficient of g
(U) is given by
U = (I

+ r,,)

r,, being the additive genetic correlation between i and
j, which with respect to the large panmictic population
equals unity for self-families (i = j) and zero for halfsib families.
For accommodating both mating types simultaneously, we can draw up the provisional model
P = p +A + Ak + dlk+ Cl',

where d, = ID effect specific to the iLh parent as expressed in the self-family with a mean expectation
about A of zero, such that the total ID for the selffamily is given by A + d,.
Thus ID for the ith self-family can be expressed as
a proportion (cf Equation 1) as

Such ID values for the various families will not average
exactly to the population ID (Equation 1) because of
the inherent behaviour of proportions (JOHNSTON&
O ARBORA
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where P is the individual phenotype, p = overall mean
for the two mating types = (p, + y,)/2,A = random seedparent effect, across both mating types, which in terms
of Equations 3 and 6 equals 1.5 g, + Mi + (mi, + mJ2,
A, = fixed effect of mating type (p = yo - N 2 , A, = -A,
= N2), d,, = random seed-parent x mating type interaction effect ( d , = -dl, = '/z d,) which, as is evident from
considering Equations 3 and 6 (and see later), is not a
straightforward genotype x mating type interaction, wi,
= effect of individual phenotype within a seed-parentlmating type subclass.
This treatment, it may be noted, departs from the
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original convention that panmixis is the norm, taking
instead an intermediate level of inbreeding as the
baseline.

Variance structures
In terms of variance components, assuming complete
individual randomisation of layout and no additive x
additive epistasis, we have the expectations for half-sib
families:

et al. 1987: MATHESON
(e.g. WILCOX1983; LUNDQVIST
& POTTS1995: S K R ~ P P1996).
A
et a/. 1995; HARDNER
If, contrary to the initial assumption, F > 0 in the
parents through significant inbreeding andlor local
differentiation of the population, the appropriate
coefficients foroi ando; would be increased in Equations l l and 13, but decreased in Equations 14 and 15.
Addressing both mating types simultaneously an
expected composition of individual phenotypic variance follows from Equation 9 in a manner analogous to
Equation 10 and 12 following from Equations 2 and 4
respectively. We thus have

and for self-families :

Estimation of effects

2

2

whereo, ando,, are the phenotypic variances for
2
2
outcrosses and selfs respectively, of, and of, are variances among half-sib and self-families respectively
o,2 = general combining ability variance, which equals
2
one-quarter the additive genetic variance (oA),Q = a
composite genotypic variance, resulting mainly from
& WEIR
inbreeding (cf COCKERHAM
1983; COCKERHAM
1984), the nature of which is discussed later, which can
2
be large and contribute strongly to differential ID, oZw
2
= general maternal effects variance,^, = specific
maternal effects variance (assumed here to be the same
2
2
for both mating types),^,, and a,, are the variances
among individuals within the half-sib and self-families
2
respectively, the coefficients for o, (Equations 11 and
13) being special cases of (1 + rIj)' (cf Equation 8).
2
The expectation foro,, is given by

2

and for o,, ,

For estimating effects, based on seed-parentlmatingtype family means, it is now straightforward to estimate
D, g, and d,, applying Equations 3 and 6 (or Equation
9), provided M and nz can be disregarded. Thus

so the total ID for the ith family is given by

where Y,, , YE, = means for the half-sib and self-families
respectively of the ithparent, Y,,,,Y , = overall means of
the half-sib and self-family material respectively, (Y.. .
being the grand mean).
However, the occurrence of either or both of M and
m (Equations 3 , 6 ) can clearly lead to considerable bias
in estimating g, and d,, and thence in ID, (Equation 7),
unless these maternal effects can be effectively removed (see later).

2

whereo, = allelic dominance variance as expressed
under panmixis, R = another composite genotypic
variance comFonent, of poorly specified expectation,
2
2
which can also be large, o,,, o,, = variances due to
environmental effects specific to the individual, within
the respective classes of family, which may include a
further class of maternal effects, e.g., carry-over from
individual seed weights or germination times. Despite
2
2
2
the lower coefficient of o,, o,, can often exceed o,,

Analysis of variance models
Analysing data from each type of family separately and
assuming balanced classifications, we have the
ANOVA (Table 1). The variances can be designated
according to the self-famil or half-sib family cases (cf
2
Equations 10, 12), e.g. ofo, oJ\,
etc. The significance
tests are self-evident from Table 1.

Y

Extending the analysis to embrace both mating
types, applying the model represented in Equation 9,
we in principle have the ANOVA in Table 2. The main
complication in this analysis arises in deriving an
appropriate sum of squares (SS) in order to test for
both this effect and an overall difference between the
mating types. The differential additive genetic contributions to self- and half-sib family variances respectively
(Equations 10 and 12) will automatically tend to
generate spurious interactions if SS are calculated
straightforwardly (see Appendix 1). The following
gives a more appropriate F x T interaction sum of
2
2
squares (SS,), assumingo, and om are zero:

the second right hand side (r.h.s.) term being a correc2
2
tion for bias resulting from o,,, + o,, (see Appendix
2a).
A proposed alternative is:
[(~,+1.5~,)-(~,+0.75~,~)1~

SSft=n
I

where SS, = mating type sum of squares, the second
r.h.s. term being a correction for bias (see Appendix
2b), henceforth denoted CB, with the coefficients 1.5
and 0.75 both giving a coefficient of 1.5 for g i (cf
Equations 3, 6, 9). Equation 23 may be expanded to:

This formulation, while easily simplified, reflects the
derivation. An alternative formulation is:

Given unbiased SS for F x T interaction, a proper (if
conservative) test can be made for ID overall. However, a crude test for ID, which is essentially unbiased
by the differential representation of additive gene
effects in the two types of family, is a test of H,: N (6
> f,) = N (f, < f,), namely whether self-families are
either more or, less often than not, inferior to half-sib

x2
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families.
We have noted thatot will effectively be an average
2
2
of o,,, a n d o , (Equations 10 and 12), and how a
difference between these values may bias tests and
estimates of the variances unless corrections are made.
2
In this connection,^,, may well be highly heterogeneous among self-families.
Testing of individual cases of ID
It may be of interest to test specific cases of ID, especially possible cases of negative ID or 'outbreeding
depression.' There have been various reports, cited by
JOHNSTON & SCHOEN (1994), of individual selffamilies outperforming their outcross counterparts.
However, there appears to have been limited critical
examination of these cases. True negative ID in our
scenario entails -(A + d,) > 0 (cf Equation 7), not just
Y,, > Y,,,, In effect, this means that one must allow for
the fact that with selfing a superior parent the pollen
will likewise be of superior breeding value, but in a
half-sib cross the pollen will be the population average.
A t-test can be made for whether A +di differs
significantly from zero, assuming o,, = 0. The standard
error, SE(A +dl), against which
must be tested,
is given by

~+4

where MS, = appropriate error mean square for the
mean of an individual family (Table 2), and the coefficients of 1.5 and 0.75 correspond to the weightings in
the pairwise contrasts involved in Equation 23. The
degrees of freedom for t will be 2f(n - 1). Each dl can
be tested on the same basis. However, if there is strong
heterogeneity of within-family variances arising, say, in
2
o,, , it may be appropriate to modify Equation 26 and
the degrees of freedom. However, it seems unlikely that
very large o,,2 in a particular self-family would be
associated with negative ID.
The multiplicity of pairwise comparisons argues for
setting an experimentwise Type 1 error rate. This
entails adjusting the comparisonwise rate to aE, appropriate to the experimentwise Type I error rate a . Thus
with a = 0.05 and 20 pairwise comparisons we have a E
= 0.05/20, i.e., t (p = 0.0025) for each comparison
between the outcross and the inbred offspring of a
single parent. This experimentwise test may be overstringent for 'outbreeding depression', since only in a
few cases ID may be around zero, let alone negative.
No such question, however, attaches to experimentwise
a levels in testing for individual cases of 'positive' ID.
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Table 1. Form of analysis of variance for a single mating type.
Item

df

Expected mean squares (MS,, etc.)

Families (F)

f- 1

ow+no,

Within families

(n- l ) f

2
OH

Total

nf- 1

2

2

whereoj = among-family variance andot = within-family variance
Table 2. Form of analysis of variance for data involving both mating types.
Item

df

Expected mean squares (MS,, etc.)

Seed parents (F)
Mating type (T)

F x T (FT)
Within-subclass
where$ = F x T interaction variance and @', = fixed-effect mating type 'variance'

Analysis of covariance (ANCOVA)
If a variable, say, height ex nursery, is deemed to reflect
maternal effects (M or m, Equations 3, 6) it may be
used as a covariate in ANCOVA. Thus, for variables
like subsequent heights, the sums of squares (Tables 1,
2) can be adjusted for individual covariance on nursery
height. In principle, that should adjust for the maternal
effects, but with any direct positive genotypic correlation between nursery and subsequent heights there will
tend to be some over-adjustment. Nevertheless, if
nursery height gives a good measure of effective
starting size, covariance-adjusted family means may
lead to essentially unbiased estimates of inbred-outcross genetic correlations (see later).
When covariance adjustment is indicated, alternative approaches to ANCOVA may be considered:
(i) Adjusting the dependent-variable (Y) SS for the
covariate (X) and the sum of cross-products (CP)
(applying Equation 22 or 25 for interaction), using
these in conjunction with the corresponding withinsubclass SS and CP to derive covariate-adjusted SS for
the dependent variable, as follows
Item

Covariance-adjusted SS

Hypothesis + error
Individual error
Hypothesis (i.e. F x T
interaction)

SS, - Regression SS (= H + E)
SS, - Regression SS (= E)

(H+ E) - E

(ii) Adjusting all individual values of the Y variable

for departures from the overall covariate mean. This
will tend to give tests that are under-stringent, having
no built-in allowance for errors of estimating the
within-subclass regression. This approach, however,
while not usually preferred, may be easier to implement
and more robust with respect to imbalance, particularly
if the within-subclass regression is well estimated.

Genetic correlation analysis
An alternative to studying possible F x T interaction as
such is to estimate the genetic correlation (r,) between
performance under the two mating types, interaction
representing departures from a value of + I . This gives
a very direct measure of how well self-family performance reflects the parents' breeding values. The basic
approach is straightforward, being analogous to that for
'Type B' genetic correlations, between performance in
different environments (BURDON1977). Hence, with
zero non-genetic covariance between self- and half-sib
family means,

where I.,,, is the correlation of self- and half-sib family
means and h 2 , and h 2 , are the repeatabilities of selfand half-sib family means respectively. Alternatively,

where cov,,,, is the covariance between self- and halfsib family means, which can be easily estimated as the
mean cross-product of family means.
Several authors (e.g. WILCOX 1983; GRIFFIN &
COTTERILL
1988; S K R ~ P P1996),
A
while presenting
r,,,, did not calculate r,.
That the additive genetic effect is expressed in
differing degrees between the two types of family
(Equations 3.6) does not in itself create bias in estimating the genetic correlation. since within each mating
type the family effect contains the same fraction of the
additive genetic effect for the seed parent. The statistical significance of r, is that of r,,,, which is straightforward. Any test for F x T interaction, such as would
tend to cause either rank changes or departures from
linearity, is effectively a test for departures from r, = 1
(assuming that r, < 0 is unlikely). A test was proposed
by BURDON
(1977) and, not knowing of a better one,
and in view of past typographical problems (op. cit.),
we present it (Appendix 3).
The genetic correlation estimates will be biased
upwards by general maternal effects (M) and downwards by specific maternal effects (m)(Equations 3, 6).
Such effects, however, may sometimes be addressed
appropriately by analysis of covariance (see earlier).The value of r, is of course specific to the level of
inbreeding represented in selfing.

SUGGESTED PLAN FOR ANALYSING SUCH
DATA SETS USING ANOVA / ANCOVA
1. Preliminary study of data properties: possible nonnormality (need for transformation?), heterogeneity
of within-subclass variances, existence of withinsubclass correlations.
2. Separate main analyses for selfs and outcrosses:
meansleffects (Equations 18-2 I), AN OVA^ Table
I), and variance-component estimation.
3. Analysis of combined data for both mating types:
ANOVA (Table 2), using Equations 22 or 23-25
for appropriate T x F SS (SSf,), also testing individual cases of ID (Equation 26).
4. If ANCOVA indicated (from Step I), repeat Steps
2 and 3, with individual covariance adjustment(s).
5. Estimate genetic correlation between self-farnily
and half-sib family performance (Equation 27 or
28), using results from Step 2 and any repetition
thereof in Step 4.

DISCUSSION
We have used a stringent criterion of what constitutes
an individual case of negative ID, in that we exclude
from it favourable additive gene effects that are poten6 ARBORA
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tially expressed fully in self-family means. This contrasts with the convention of SCHULTZ
& WILLIS(1995,
Table 1). However, it is still possible that additive x
additive epistasis of various orders could generate
individual cases of genuine negative ID (cf. COCKERHAM 1983), given the expectation that such effects can
be strongly expressed under severe inbreeding.
With only two levels of F, namely 0 and 0.5, we
have not had to consider any general relationship of ID
to F. It is widely assumed (e.g. BURROWS& ASKEW
1982; DE BOER & HOESCHELE1993) that there is
generally a linear relationship, primarily for crossreferencing observed ID between populations that
differ in F. Non-linearity of ID in relation to F, however, can arise in several ways: through epistasis
increasing ID more than in proportion to F (CROW&
KIMURA1970); through multiplicative effects of genes
having the opposite effect, particularly when initial ID
is severe; and through effective purging of deleterious
alleles producing a relationship like that for multiplicative effects (in effect through true F becoming progressively less than nominal F). Thus, even if a global
linearity exists, compensating non-linearities could still
exist among the various effects that are operating
1996).
(WILLIAMS& SAVOLAINEN
Another consequence of using only half-sib and
self-families is that the issue of discriminating between
ID and any specific combining ability that arises under
& ASKEW1982) does not arise.
outcrossing (BURROWS
We have shown how maternal effects, unless they
can be eliminated, can generate major bias in estimating
effects and variances in this situation. The value of the
proposed use of ANCOVA will depend on having a
covariate that is a good measure of any maternal effect.
This may not be assured, which calls for cautious
interpretation, particularly if there are complications
such as variances within self-families being very
heterogeneous. Analysis of covariance could also be
applied to quantify better the timing of the expression
of ID, which is of much biological interest (HUSBAND
& SCHEMSKE
1996; RUSSELLet al. in prep.). In principle, the value for a trait at any preceding age could be
used as a covariate in testing for whether ID has been
&
expressed in the intervening period (cf JOHNSTON
SCHOEN1994). Again, however. such analyses will
need to be used and interpreted with caution.
The genetic correlation approach (Equation 28),
apart from giving a direct indication of the inherent
reliability of self-family information as a guide to
parental breeding values, can be very flexible. It readily
acccornrnodates differences in within-family variances,
and even differences in experimental layout parameters,
between the selfs and outcrosses respectively. Indeed,
if the average ID is already known adequately, leaving
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r, as the item of prime interest, there is no need to have
&
very important under inbreeding (e.g. COCKERHAM
the selfs and the outcrosses together in the same
WEIR1984). These are denoted collectively in Q and R
statistical layout. However, if the two classes of family
in our Equations 13 and 15 respectively. They include:
are planted on quite different sites r, would be devarious classes of epistasis, covariance between addipressed by any genotype-site interaction (cf BURDON tive and dominance effects, and a distinct class of
1977).
dominance effects (offset in some degree by a drop in
If the genetic correlation is the parameter of prime
the conventional dominance that is expressed under
interest, it can be expressed as a function of variance
panmixis). Incorporating all these items into a single
components that can be estimated in joint analysis of
genetic model becomes "unmanageable" (COCKERHAM
data from the two treatments (mating systems), analo&WEIR 1984), in that all their respective roles can only
gous to the analysis of genotype-environment interacbe assigned very imprecisely or not at all. While a good
tion specified by ROBERTSON
(1959) (see also DICKER- statistical fit may be obtained using a manageable
SON 1962: COCKERHAM
1963). However, unless there
model, it may bear little relationship to the real mechais major imbalance in the classification the approach
nisms. Use of clonal material may in principle help to
outlined here, beginning with separate analyses of data
discriminate between some alternative models, but may
from the two particular mating systems, would seem
do so only in restricted situations which would include
more straightforward and robust.
minimal epigenetic effects (e.g. 'c-effects' or 'C-efThe analyses of variance that we have developed
fects'; LIBBY1962; LBBY& JUND1962; BURDON
et al.
apply to a specific situation, but they serve to illustrate
1992).
most of our points. While some extensions, e.g. accomThat the genetic model can become more complex
modating a block layout and modest imbalance in the
under inbreeding is well illustrated by strong ID
classification, are straightforward and are at least good
occurring when outcrosses show negligible Specific
approximations, there are several respects in which it
Combining Ability (SCA) (SKRDPPA,
1996). It is also
would be desirable to achieve much greater generality
illustrated by phenotypic variation often being greater
in the data analysis. These include accommodating:
within self-families than within outcross families (e.g.
et al. 1987; MATHESON
et
WILCOX1983: LUNDQVIST
complex imbalance in the classification (which may
even allow one to relax the requirement for inbred and
al. 1995; HARDNER
& POTTS1995; S K R ~ P P1996),
A
although an additional cause of the latter could be a
outcross material to be of equivalent mean breeding
loss of developmental homoeostasis upon inbreeding
value); a virtually continuous range of F values; complex inter-relationships among various families; the
(o:,~<o:~) (See LYNCH1988 for review). Whatever the
exact genetic mechanism, the underlying precondition
estimation of a number of genotypic variances that
for ID in the population as a whole is directional
contribute to ID; variations among different classes of
dominance of favourable alleles (CROW& KIMURA
family in within-family variance: and the presence of
1970). In outbreeding populations, with genetic load in
covariates for which adjustments may be needed. In
the form of various deleterious recessive alleles, such
principle, this can be achieved within the framework of
alleles will each tend to be present at very low frequenRestricted Maximum Likelihood (REML) analysis, to
cies, even though they may involve numerous loci over
arrive at mixed-model Best Linear Unbiased Predictor
(BLUP) solutions. As set out by DE BOER& HOESCH- the large population. They thus contribute essentally
ELE (1993) (see also HARDNER
et al. 1996) this can be
nothing to the genetic variation that is expressed under
panmixis, but may be very strongly expressed under
addressed by using a linear weighting, in the ratio (1 F) : F, of the genetic parameters assumed for a large
inbreeding, and some can even cause a breakdown of
the infinitesimal (polygenic) model.
panmictic population and those assumed for a population inbred to complete homozygosity. However, as
While a generalised REML-based solution may
often be indicated as the definitive data analysis,
discussed earlier, the assumption of linearity may not
piecemeal exploratory analysis of the data may still
be satisfactory.
Such an approach, apart from being technically
seems advisable, if only in order to arrive at the most
demanding, may depend on certain approximations
appropriate REML model.
being satisfactory unless the data set is quite small
(HARDNERet al. 1996). However, for estimating the
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IN SELFING EXPERIMENTS: STATISTICAL
ISSUES

Appendix 1
Demonstration of spurious interaction that can arise in Table 2 unless interaction SS is recalculated as in
Equations 22 or 24.
Seed-parent x mating type interaction (Table 2) arises
from violation of the condition

q"-&I - q"-Jy= 0

[All

where i and j denote different seed parents.
From Equations 3 and 6 we can derive

q.fl-&) - KO-&I
+

= -(gi - gJ

[(m, - m,)

- (mjo -

+

(di- dJ

m,Jl

[A21

-

right hand side (r.h.s.) terms that will only fortuitously
equal zero. For instance, g, g, does not hold if there is
any additive genetic variation. The final r.h.s. term will
also almost certainly be non-zero if specific maternal
effects exist.
Adjusting coefficients of do and d, (cf Equation 23
or 25) to give equal coefficients of g, and g, in Equation
A2, will not eliminate the other non-zero terms in
Equation A2 and is liable to introduce a non-zero term
involving Mi - M,, although ANCOVA is directed at
eliminating terms involving M and nz.

Even if di = d, which is the central condition for zero
genotype x mating type interaction, we still have several

Appendix 2
Derivations of corrections for bias (Equations 22-25)
a. Equation 22 (if

2
0,

2

+o
,
)

Compared with the requisite expectation that may be
written as

(f - 1) / f being the appropriate finite population
correction for variances.
The difference between the two expressions can be
2
2
simplified to (f - 1) 0.3 (0, = 0,).

b. Equations 23-25

compared with the requisite expectation that may be
rewritten as

The difference between the two can be simplified to

While further simplification is obvious this formulation
reflects the derivation.

Appendix 3
Test for seed-parent x mating type interaction in the form of departures from linear genetic correlation (r,)
of + 1 between mating types. (Adapted and typographically corrected from BURDON1977).
Consider the regression (Y on X) of half-sib family
means on self-family means, the designation of Y and
X being somewhat arbitrary but adopted because selffamily performance might be used to estimate additive
breeding values. The test, assuming balanced classification, is of the ANOVA form (cf Table 1).

Df

Expected mean
square

Lack of fit (H,: r, = +1)

f-2

2
2
OEiy+ OL

Residual error

fin-1)

GI,,,

Mean squares
- -

-

where lack of fit MS = error MS after fitting regres2
2
sion, o, = variance due to true lack of fit, ocly=
component of variance of family means that is purely due to
independent sampling errors in the two types of family
mean.
Now o:,, can be formulated as follows:
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2

where ox = variance of self-family means (estimated as
M S f j n ) ,02, = variance of half-sib family means (esti2
mated as MSfoIn), ocx=sampling error variance of self2
family means (estimated as M,w&z),o,,= sampling error
variance of half-sib family means (estimated as
2
MA,&), o,, = lack of fit MS =

Hence

MSf, MSfo = family mean squares for selfs and half-sibs
respectively, MS,, MS,, = corresponding within-family
mean squares.
The power of this test depends on which variable
(half-sib or self-family performance in this case) is
designated Y, being greater when family differences are
more strongly resolved in the Y variable. However, the
ratio o;/c$, which is a measure of the degree of lack of
fit, is essentially independent of which variable is
designated Y.

